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During the past several years experiments and experiences
of growers have shown that this rot can be controlled by the
use of captan sprays. Applications are made at 10-day intervals
from fall-setting of plants to blossoming time, and thereafter at
7-day intervals during the fruiting period. Use captan 50 per-
cent W.P. at the rate of 2 to 4 pounds per 100 gallons.

In preparing fruit for market all fruit infected with this rot
should be discarded because Botrytis will develop slowly, even
at temperatures of 35 to 40 degrees.

HARD BROWN ROT

The fungus which causes this rot of strawberry fruit is the
same 1 causing bud-rot in plants, Rhizoctonia solani. The fun-
gus produces no spores and hence cannot be spread from plant
to plant by air currents. The fungus grows in the soil and at-
tacks the fruit on the side in contact with the soil. Fruit in all
stages of maturity may be attacked. The infected spots are
light tan unless soil has become enmeshed in the fungal growth.
In this case the spots are of the same color as the soil adhering
to them. The line of demarcation between the tan-colored dis-
eased tissue and the pink healthy tissue is so sharp that the
diseased tissue can be cut away and the remainder of the fruit
will be edible.

Plastic film bed mulch will keep the fruit from coming in con-
tact with the soil and hence prevent infection by Rhizoctonia.

LIGHT TAN ROT

This fruit rot, the least important of the 4 rots in Florida,
is caused by the fungus Pezizella lythri Shear and Dodge, and
is easily distinguishable from the other rots.

The spots produced on the fruit are small, sunken and tan.
They increase but slowly in size. The infected tissue is a cone-
shaped core which, due to its corky texture and to the disintegra-
tion of the cells adjoining, can be removed intact from the sound
tissue.

VIRUS INFECTION

It is only within the past 15 years that the seriousness of
virus infection in strawberry plants in the eastern United States
has been recognized. It has been found to be present in most
varieties grown in the area. There are no definite leaf symptoms
of virus infection displayed in strawberry plants as is the case


